PROJECT PORTFOLIO

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Location: Various Schools in Prince George’s County,

Principal’s and Vice Principal’s offices.

Maryland
• Tayac ES Systemic Exterior Doors and WIndows
• Thomas G. Pullen MS Window Replacement | Landover,

Replacement | Fort Washington, MD - The scope of this

MD - The scope of this project will be to remove and

project will be to remove and replace the existing windows

replace the existing windows throughout the entire 1967

and doors through the entire 1955 building and the 1956,

building. The work consists of furnishing commercialgrade

1962, and 1972 facility additions. This project will not

aluminum single-hung windows and all materials, labor,

include the part of facility that was added to the complex

equipment, permits, and supervision to remove and

in 2000 (sections A, B, C, D, E, and F).

demolish existing windows and replace with new.
• Bond Mill ES Window Replacement | Laurel, MD - There
• Thurgood Marshal MS Window Replacement | Temple

are 52 double tier windows that primarily are classroom

Hills, MD - The scope of this project will include the

windows which are actually divided into 2 parts (a top half

removal and replacement of existing windows throughout

and a bottom half). There are 28 double tier courtyard

the entire 1962 building. The scope for all disturbed

windows that are similar to the classroom windows (top

openings will include interior spackling and painting and

half and bottom half). There are also 8 large single pane

exterior tuck-pointing and brick replacement. All exposed

glass panels in the courtyard that will be replaced.

wood shall be covered (color to match) with metal
cladding. Many of the original metal window frames are
badly rusted and leaking. The total number of windows
is 745 in the classrooms, gym, hall ways, nurse’s suite,
cafeteria, kitchen, media center, guidance office, and the
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